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Quality Assurance Program Review Report
Phase I

Seismic Safety-Related Design Services
Performed for PGSE

By
WYLE Laboratories

Prior to June, 1978

Introduction

Scope:

On January 14, 1982, R. F. Reedy, Inc. completed the Quality
Assurance Review and Audit of WYLE Laboratories (WYLE).

The purpose of this review and audit was to address the
adequacy of WYLE's quality assurance procedures, controls and
practices concerning the development, accuracy and transmit-
tal of seismic safety-related information by WYLE to PGSE and
other consultants to PGSE. The basis of this review and
audit was to determine if the WYLE Quality Assurance Program
as implemented prior to June 1978 met the applicable
requirements of 10CFR50, Appendix B for the seismic safety-
related design services performed for PGSE's Diablo Canyon
Unit 1 Plant.

Type of Design Services:

During the period of January '1974 until June 1978, WYLE
performed a variety of seismic safety-related design
activities which consisted of:

(1) Seismic testing of 10 instruments January 1974
through April 1975.

(2) A seismic evaluation of basic scope for Diablo
Units 1 and 2 to define seismic design problem areas and
to recommend seismic testing activities WYLE could
perform to aid PGKE in verifying their dynamic analysis
of various items of equipment.

(3) Actual seismic testing of items of equipment
defined under (2) above.

Contracts:

On January 11, 1982, the Audit Team was advised by WYLE that
PGSE contracts 5-61-77, 5-66-77 and P.O. ¹4R2494 were
applicable for seismic safety-related services they provided
to PGErE prior to June 1978. However, "a review of
correspondence disclosed that WYLE was requested (R. V.
Bettinger letter to Mr. Drexel Smith dated September 28,
1977) to provide PGRE with their quality assurance procedures
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to be used for assuring WYLE's performance on safety-related
systems, structures, or components'nder PG&E contracts 5-61-
77, 5-66-77 and 5-67-77. The Audit Team requested a copy of
contract 5-67-77 for a review to determine if its scope was
for WYLE activities related to seismic safety-related design
efforts by PG&E. WYLE'dvised the Audit Team that they had no
record of such a contract number.

The Audit Team then requested that Mr. W. T. Spitzer (the PG&E

observer during our audit) verify with PG&E whether or not 5-
67-77 was a valid contract for WYLE-'seismic safety-related
design services. Mr. Spitzer, after phone discussions advised
the Audit Team that PG&E records in San Francisco indicated
that contract No. 5-67-77 had not been exercised. This is
considered to be an open item to be verified during the
independent audit of PG&E for pre June 1978 seismic safety-
related design activities.
On the basis of the above then, the Audit Team concentrated
its review on contracts 5-61-77, 5-66-77 and P.O. ¹4R2494.

Contract 5-61-77

Contract 5-61-77 was executed between August 1977 and February
1979 and was subdivided by WYLE into internal WYLE task
numbers, ND26286, ND58255, ND58378, ND26291, ND26297,'ND26301,
ND26308 and ND58215.

ND26286

This WYLE task consisted of a feasibility seismic evaluation
study of basic scope for Diablo Units ¹1 and ¹2 to define for
PG&E problem areas in their seismic safety-related design work
and made recommendations for seismic testing for verification
of dynamic analysis.

ND58255 and ND58378

The actual seismic testing performed by WYLE was controlled
under these two task numbers.

ND26291 ND26297 ND26301 ND26308 and ND58215

These WYLE tasks were described as not covering seismic
testing/design and were not considered further by the Audit,
Team.

Contract 5-66-77

Contract 5-66-77 was executed between September 1977 and
October 1977 and was given a WYLE task ¹ND58228. This task
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did cover seismic testing activities for safety-related items.

P. O. ¹4294

PGEE P.O. ¹4R294 was executed between January 1974 and April
1974 (WYLE Task ¹ND53744) and it consisted of seismic testing
of 10 instruments.

P.O. ¹4R294

PGSE P.O.¹4R294 was executed between January 1974 and April
1974 (WYLE Task ¹ND53744) and it consisted of seismic testing
of 10 instruments.

During this review, it was determined that WYLE did not
perform any dynamic design analysis activities for PGSE prior
to June 1, 1978.

Evaluation Criteria
The charter of the Audit Team for this review and audit of
WYLE, as stated ab'ove in the scope, was to determine if the
seismic safety-related design activities performed by WYLE
were controlled in a manner that they complied with applicable
criteria of 10CFR50 Appendix B.

Prior to this audit, the WYLE Quality Control Manual SPP.-518Q
dated April 30, 1975 and Quali'ty Control'rocedures Manual
SPP-518 were provided'o R. F.'eedy, Inc. as the WYLE Quality
Assurance Program Manual and Quality Assurance Procedures
under which WYLE controlled their pre June 1978

seismic'afety-relateddesign/testing activities. These two manuals
were reviewed prior to performing the audit in the R. F.
Reedy, Inc. offices during which several questions were
developed related to the adequacy of the WYLE program to me'et
the applicable criteria of 10CFR50, Appendix B. These
questions were given to WYLE on January 4, 1982 with a verbal
request that WYLE be prepared to discuss the-questions and
provide to the Audit Team on January ll, 1982 answers which
would be used by the Audit Team in the performance of the
implementation audit. Attached as Appendix A to this report
is the Program Review Checklist prepared for discussions with
WYLE.

During the discussions between the Audit Team and WYLE held on
January ll, 1982 the Audit Team was not provided with adequate
answers to - its questions which would permit, an acceptance of
WYLE's Quality Assurance Program .(SPP-518Q and SPP-518) as
being adequate as written to meet the relevant criteria of
10CFR50, Appendix B. Attached as Appendix B to this report is
the attendance list for the review and audit of -WYLE.

NYLE' March 1, 1982
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Further discussions and reviews of correspondence and
contractual files were then performed by the Audit Team in an
effort to determine if PGSE had imposed other than SPP-518Q
and SPP-518'uality assurance requirements on WYLE for pre-
June 1978 seismic safety-related . design activities. The
following are the observations of these discussions and
reviews made by the Audit Team.

The details of this portion of 'the Audit Team's review are
reported in Appendix C to this, report. In summary, the first
contractual requirement, for quality assurance requirements
were imposed on WYLE in contract change order No. 5 to
contract 5-61-77. This change required that WYLE perform
their tests in accordance with PG8rE's "SPECIFICATION FOR
CONTRACTOR'S QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM".

Note: The specification PGSE actually attached to this
change order is titled "SPECIFICATION FOR TESTING LAB'S
QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM". Change Order No. 5 required the
above to be effective on December 1, 1978 and contained no
provisions for re-evaluation of already completed seismic
testing for compliance.

It was the decision of the Audit 'Team to prepare a revised
Audit .Checklist (Appendix D to this report) and to Audit
WYLE's 'mposed controls during their pre June 1978 seismic
testing activities to determine if WYLE's Engineering
Practices controlled their seismi'c testing activities in a
manner that they could be accepted as meeting the intent of
the applicable 10CFR50, Appendix B criteria. Appendix D to
this report also contain the details of the Audit Teams
Findings and Observations recorded.

. It should be pointed ,out that the date of the earliest
. seismic, testing WYLE performed commenced in January '1974 well

after the effective 'ate of the NRC- 10CFR50, Appendix B
criteria which was published in 1970.

Conclusions:
t

On the basis of our-,review and audit it was concluded that:
,(1) WYLE's Quality Control Manual SPP-518Q, April 30,
1975 and Quality Control Procedures Manual SPP-518,
April 30, 1975 were not implemented in a manner whereby
WYLE was able to provide obgective evidence of
compliance with applicable criteria of 10CFR50, Appendix
B, for pre June 1978 seismic testing activities.
(2) Contractually, WYLE was-required by PGRE in Change
Order No. 5 to contract 5-61-77 to perform their Quality
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Assurance in accordance with PGSE's "Specification for
Contractor's Quality Assurance Program" as stipulated
in Attachment A to Change Order No. 5 and/or in
accordance with the ."Specification for Testing LAB's
Quality Assurance Program" which is the actual
Attachment B to Change Order No. 5. Whichever
specification is determined to be applicable for WYLE's
QA program, the Audit Team was. not able to verify
during the audit that WYLE did comply with either
specification. The Audit Team was advised by WYLE that
their Quality Assurance records applicable for the PGSE
contracts had been destroyed without authorization
during their QA Department's move from one building to
another. As such, a meaningful audit of objective
documented evidence of WYLE's QA program implementation
was not possible.

(3) Since WYLE provided insufficient documented
evidence of compliance with any Quality Assurance
Program, the =Audit Checklist prepared to audit for
verification against WYLE's Quality Control Manual SPP-
518Q and Quality Control Procedures Manual SPP-518 was
used to interview responsible WYLE personnel. This was
to determine if WYLE's compliance to their Engineering
Practices could be used to establish a QA Program
equivalent to the applicable criteria of 10CFR50,
Appendix B. The answers provided to the Audit Team and
absence of documented evidence of implemented controls
verify in the opinion of the Audit Team that the pre
June 1978 seismic safety-related testing performed by
WYLE was not performed in a manner that met the
criteria of their SPP-518Q 5 SPP-518 Manuals and did
not meet the applicable criteria of 10CFR50, Appendix
B.

(4) It is the opinion of this Audit Team that the
seismic safety-related testing activities performed by
WYLE for Diablo Canyon cannot be accepted as having
been performed and controlled under a Quality Assurance
Program which met the applicable criteria of 10CFR50,
Appendix B.
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WYLE

PROGRAM REVIEW CHECKLIST
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R. F. REEDY, INC.

PROGRAM REVIEW CHECKLIST

~ ~
1

ORGANIZATION, WYLE Laboratories, Western Operations

ADDRESS:

QA PROGRAM REFERENCE: QC Manual 4/30/75

QC Procedures Manual, 4/30/75

REVIEW CONDUCTED BY:
r

REVIEWED BY:

~ ~

DATE:~T. 8/
DATE: (+ g/
DATE:/>/~44 (

DATE: ~W~~ +

NO. OF PAGES:
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PROGRAM REVIEW CHECKLIST

.'ROJECT: Diablo Can on Sub ect: Pa e of

:TEM
NO.

REQUIREMENT

PROGRAM AND

PROCEDURE

REFERENCES

YES NO N/A REVIBl COKKNTS

3. Measures shaLL also be estab-
lished for the selection and
review for suitability of appli-
cation of materials, parts, equip-
ment, and processes that are
essentiaL to the safety-ret.ated
functions of the structures,
systems, and components.

X ~

4. Measures shalL be established
for the identification and control
o f design interfaces and for coor-
ination among participating

design organizations.

X

5. These measures shaLL include .

the establishment of procedures
among participating design organi-
zations for the revie~, approvalp
release, distribution, and revi-
sion of documents involving design
interfaces.

WYLE — March 1, 1982
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1

PROGRAM REVIEW CHECKLIST

)JECT: Diablo Can on Sub ect: VI Document Contro (App. B) Pa e 1 of "

REQUIREMEh T
)~

PROGRAM AND

PROCEDURE

REFERENCES
YES NO NIA REVIEW COKKNTS

Measures shaLL be established to
controL the issuance of documents~
such as instructions~ procedures,

:,- and drawings~ including changes
thereto~ which prescribe aLL activi-
ties, affecting quality.

518-3 (5.)
518-16
518-17

Test procedures are reviewed and
edited by QC Department's technical
editor. Maintained per contract by
Test Engineer, via change in contrac'.
job order. QC will establish moni-
toring system. QC Program changes mi
be issued by memo, and incorporated
as-needed. Revision changes are to ';

identified on each page. Requiremen
are weak and loose.

These measures shall assure that
documents, including changes, are
reviewed for adequacy and approved
for release by authorized personnel,
and are distributed to and used at
the Location where the prescribed
activity is performed.

518-17
518-18

Distribution log is used ~or OC Manu<
and Procedures Manual. Forms and
test procedures are approved by QC
prior to issuance. Other documents,
and distribution, are not adequately
controlled.

Changes to documents shall be
reviewed and approved by the same
organizations that performed the
original review and approval unless
the applicant designates another
responsible organization.

518-16 Not adequately addressed.

NYLE — March 1, 1982
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PROGRAM REVIEW CHECKLIST

'ROJECT: Diablo Can on Sub ect: XVI Corrective Action (App. B) Pa e 1 of 2

:TEM
NO.

RENDU IRPiKNT

'ROGRAM Ai%)

PROCEDURE

REFERENCES

YES NO N/A REVIEW CORKNTS

Measures shall be established to
assure that conditions adverse to
qualityi such as failures, malfunc-
tions, deficiencies, deviations,
defec'tive material and equipment,
and nonconformances are promptly
identified and corrected.

3.5
518-3(8.)

Test areas will be periodically
inspected and out-of-calibration
equipment will be red-tagged. Pro-
gram seems very loose.

2 ~ In the case of s igni fi cant condi-
tions adverse to quality, the mea-
sures shall assure that the cause
of the condition is determined, and
corrective action taken to preclude
repetition.

3.5
518-3 (8.)
518-9 (8.)
518-11

For out-of-tolerance conditions,
corrective action is taken as re-
quired. 'QC determines when correct
action is required and initiates
CAR. Cause is determined and
corrective action specified. . Veri:
cation of corrective action
implementation is not assured.

NYLE — March 1, 1982 =
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PROGRAM REVIEW CHECKLIST

.ROJECT: Diablo Can on Sub ect: XVI Corrective Action (App. 8) Pa e ~ of 2

:TEM
NO.

REQUIREMENT

PROGRAM AND

PROCEDURE

REFERENCES

YES NO N/A REVIEW CONTENTS

3. The identification of the signifi-
cant conditions adverse to quaLity,
the cause of the condition, and the
corrective action taken shalL be
documented and reported to appropri-
ate levels of management.

3.5
518-ll

X Corrective actions continually
reviewed by QC Manager; not require
to be reported to higher managemeni.

NYLE — March 1, 1982
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PROGRAM REVIEW CHECKLIST

.ROJECT: Diablo Can on Sub ect: XVIII Audits (A . 8 Pa e 1 of 2

:TEM
NO.

RE/ 0 IREMENT

PROGRAM AVD

PROCEDURE

REFERENCES
YES NO N/A REVIEW COMMEVTS

A comprehensive system of planned
and periodic audits shaLL be carried
out to verify compliance with all
aspects of the quality assurance
program and to determine the effec-
tiveness of the program.

3.2.2.
518-13

Periodic informal inspections by
QC Department. QC Manager or
designee audits all organizational
areas, to a limited deqree, every
six months. They appear to be les.
than comprehensive.

2. The audits shall be performed in
accordance wi th the wr i t ten proce-
dures or. check Lists by appropri-
ately trained personnel not having
direct responsibility in the areas
being audited.

Not addressed.

Audit results shaLL be documented
and reviewed by management having
respo'nsibility in the area audited.

518-13 Documented on audit form W-772. N
required. to be reviewed by manage-
ment above QC Manager.

HYLE — March 1, 1982
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APPENDIX B

REVIEW AND AUDIT

ATTENDANCE LIST
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htEETI NG
ATTENDANCE LIST

NAh(E TITLE 1-5-81 1-11-81 1-14-81

WYLE

Larry Housteau QA Manager
Jack Bertram Program Manager
Orexel Smith Asst. Gen. Mgr.

x
X
X

x
X
x

-F. Zerebinski EQC Dept.
W. T. Spitzel EQC Dept.

R. F. REEDY INC.

E. E. Varnum Auditor x
P. J. Herbert Audit Team Leader x x,
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APPENDIX C

APPLICABLE

MYLE

QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM MANUAL

AND

QUALITY ASSURANCE IMPLEMENTATION
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On September 28, 1977, Mr. R. V. Bettinger requested
in a letter to Mr. Drexel Smith that WYLE provide
PGSE by October 14, 1977, "the procedures that are
used to control your work". Attached to this PGSE
letter was a copy of PGSE's "Speci.fication for
Consultant's Quality Assurance Program No. CO-E-O, .

Rev. 0 (No Date). WYLE was requested in this PGEE
letter to: "If you feel that portions of this
specification are not applicable to your work or
that aspects of your procedures are not covered by
this specification, please include this information
with your submittal." The PG8rE letter further
stated to WYLE "Your submittal does not necessarily
have to be in the form of a formal Quality Assurance
Manual, as called-for in the attached specification.
The procedures you submit should, however, be
detailed enough so PGSE auditors can verify that
your controls comply with the criteria in the
attached specification."

2 ~ WYLE on October 6, 1977 (Internal Memorandum from
Alan Cormeley to A. Heeseman) assigned Mr. Heeseman
with the responsibility of reviewing the WYLE
Quality. Control Manuals against the requirements of
PGSE "Specification for Consultant's Quality Assur-
ance Program No. CO-E-O, Rev. 0". The Charter given
to Mr. Heeseman i.n this WYLE memorandum was:

"Please - review the attached PGSE letter
requesting information on our quality control
procedures. POSE specification CO-E-0 defines
the requirements.

Submit, the information to the attention of Mr.
R. V. Bettinger. Suggest that, along with the
data you feel necessary, a copy of our current
QC manual and a copy of the attached Bechtel
letter should also be submitted.

3 ~

Please forward a copy of your response letter
to my attention for the contracts file and
forward a copy also to Drexel Smith."

On October 10, 1977, Mr. Heeseman, under a letter to
Mr. R. V. Bettinger, of-PGSE, submitted copies of
'the Quality Control Manual SPP-518-Q and Quali.ty
Control Procedures Manual 'SPP-518. No exceptions
were taken to the requirements of PGIkE's - speci.fica-
tion CO-E-O, Rev. 0.

KYLE — March 1, 1982
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4. The Audit Team was not provided with documentary
evidence that PGSE had accepted their Quality
Assurance Program as described in their manuals SPP-
518Q and SPP-518.

5.. A review of Change Number 5 to PGSE contract 5-61-77
dated November 30, 1978, imposed an Attachment B
"Specifi.cation for Testing LAB's Quality Assurance
Program". This PGSrE Specification was undated, was
not approved by any PGSE authorities and was not
given any identifying numbers or letters. Change
Number 5 to contract 5-61-77 made this contract
effective December . 1, 1978 but did not make it
retroactive. Therefore, in the opinion of the Audit
Team, the testing activities performed and reported
on by WYLE prior to June 1978 could not be audited
against this contractual PGhE Specification.

WYLE — March 1,, 198 2
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APPENDIX D

SPP-518Q QUALITY ASSURANCE MANUAL

AUDIT CHECKLIST

AND

SUMMARY OF IMPLEMENTATION
AUDIT FINDINGS/OBSERVATIONS
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«
« R. F . REEDY i INC.

AUDIT CHECKLIST

ADDRESS: 11841 Hillside Avenue

Norco, CA 91760

ORGANIZATION: WYLE Laboratories

'-
~ " '

)« '

J

y «

«

f

:i

«

QA PROGRAM REFERENCE: Qualit Assurance Manual SPP-518Q

Qualit Assurance Proced es Manual SPP-518

AUDIT CONDUCTED BY: ATE:

DATE:

DATE:

«~i

V
«'(
('

/yrjl
'j1

"t:

)

« ~ ~

~ >0 ~
I

REVIEWED BY:

NO. OF PAGES: 12

DATE: +7 Z

,„„.s/zr/z
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AUDIT CHECKLIST

Company HYLE Page 1 of 12 .

Applicable QAM SPP 5189 (April 1975)'udi tor E.E.Varnum/P.J.Herbert Date January 11-12, 1982

App. B.
Crit.

QAM

Ref. Statement Audit Instruction Comment

Preface Page "2" Verify that preface page is part
of this manual as not shcmn on
Table of Contents Page and
appears numbered out.of sequence.

Verified by QA Manager and by
checking controlled copy

Preface Page "2" erify that responsibilities
'ssignedon Preface Page are

authorized by the General Manager

Verified by QA. Manager, and fact
page was in manual when signed.

Manual Front Page Front pages describes document as
"Quality Control Manual" Page 1
is titled "Standing Practice Pro-
edure"; various instances iden-

tify that all these relate to
P 518Q and SPP518.

Verified by QA Manager; Termin-
ology change agreed as poor tech.
Writ1Dg

Manual GC Proc. In no place, except on Preface
ge of SPP 518Q, is the Quality
ntrol Procedures Manual SPP-518

poended to SPP518Q. Verify this
o be fact.

After preface page was ascer-
tained to.be part of SPP518Q,
this verification became unneces-
sary. Xt appears that SSP518Q and
SSP518 are identified as "Stand
Practice Procedures" Verify that
the intent is to impose these
practices and procedures as
standards within WYLE wherever

~ other instructions are not imoosed.
This was confirmed correct by QA
Manager ~

WYLE — March 1, 1982'7/61





Company WYLE

Applicable QAN SPP 518Q (April

1975)'UDIT
CHECKLIST

Audi tor E.E. Varnum/P.J. Herbert

page 2 of 12

Date January 11-12, 1982

App. B.
Crit.

QAN

Ref. Statement Audit Instruction Comment

~

'repare Page 2

1.1 Note and 2.0 Applicable
Documents

Audit- the use of "departmental
instructions" which ".imolement
the Quality System".

Verify that PGSE imposed require-
ment of "Specification for Con-
sultants Quality Assurance Pro-
gram No. CO-E-0" on NYLE.

The QA Manager claimed none were
issued, however later the can-
tracts Deot. Mg. revealed his
departnmnt had a set. of instruc-
tions covering logging of orders
and that those instructions had
not been given to QA. for review.

Although much effort was expended
on the part of the Audit Team to
find documented response to Mr.
R.V. Bettenger's letter of
September 28, 1977 (PG&E) to
Drexel Smith (NYLE), the reply
differed as evidence in the opin-
ion of the Audit Team, failed to
fully respond. Further, it was
said that no records exist of
verbal discussions concerning
adequacy of NYIZ SSP518Q with
SSP518 meeting the requirarents of
PGEE CO-E-O. In this area, the
Survey Team was concerned about
HYLE's imolementation of a
design/order control procedure
during a period of testing when
the adequacy of the QA program in
use for testing was under question.

WYLE -.'arch 1,,1982
38/61





AUDIT CHECKLIST

Company

Applicable QAN SPP 518Q (April 1975) Audi tor E.E. Varnum/P.J. Herbert

Page 3 of 12 .

January 11-12, 1982

App0 B.
Crit.

QAN

Ref. Statement Audit Instruction Comment

3.3. Organization Verify evidence that QC Dept.
has established and maintained
controls which assure quality
aspects of:

3.1 Organization

(a) Engineering

(b) Program Management

(c) Inspection:

Verify that Manager of QC makes
all decisions affecting Quality.

(a) (b) (c) gh Manager says on3.y
controls are those given in the
manuals. Engineering's not
covered, and Program Magmt. only
sparingly so.

QC Manager states "no responsi-
bilities concerning quality were
delegated outside the QC Depart-
ment, H never, deviations and
nonconformances are not under his
direct control. Contracts Depart-
ment assurre resoonsibility for
document control system in their
department; and the project Engi-
neer decides resolution of devia-
tions and also tests made using
out of tolerance equipnent. This
condition indicates that assign-
ments of responsibilities are
not clearly defined.

WYLE — March 1, 1982
39/61-
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AUDIT CHECKLIST

Company WYLE

Applicable QAN SPP 581Q (April 1975) ~ Auditor E.E. Varnum/P.J. Herbert

I Page 4 of 12.

Date January ll-l2, 1982

App. S.
Crit.

QAN

Ref. Statement Audit Instruction Comment

3.1 Paragraph 3.1 and Organization
Charts.

Verify that QA. Manager has
delegated authority to establish
and maintain effective cIuality
programs in areas of:

(a) Field Services

(b) Engineering Services

(c) Ocerations

(d) Calibration

(e) Technical Mitor

(f) QC Surveillance

(a) None pex OC Manager

(b) None pex QC Manager

(c) None per PC Manager

(d) None per QC Manager

(e) None per gC Manager
I ~,

(f) None oer gC Manager

ALE — March -1, '.1982
..40/61
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AUDIT CHECKLIST

Company HYLE

Applicable QAN SPP 581Q (April 1975)'uditor E. E. Varnum/P.J. Herbert

Page 5 of X2.

Date January 11-12, 1982

App. B.
Crit.

QAN

Ref. Statement Audit Instruction Comment

3.2.1 Initial Quality -Planning (prior to.
contract agreem nt)

Verify Hyle approval of buyer
special procedures, or deivia-
tions to Wyle Standing Practice
Procedures, including clients
"Specification for Consultants
Quality Assurance Program CO-E-
otl

No evidence was offered to Audit
Team concerning deviating differ-
ences between SPP518Q and SPP518
and 00-E-0; and no evidence of
review of CO-EW by Contracts
Department; Test Departaewt and/or
QC Deoartment. Also, there is no
evidence of ccaments regarding
ei ther PGSE acceptance/rejection/
discussion. The Audit Team was
told there is no docuoentation
in file in this area.

3.2.1 Verify that quality program has
been continuously reviewed by
Manager of QC.

During the period from issue of the
program to cut-off of this audit
phase (3 years), only 1 audit was
said to have been made ({X: remark) .
Auditor unable to review report
of that audit, as it was locked in
a desk/file, but auditor ruled out-
acceptance of the results of that
audit since it had been performed
by the Business Manager, admittedly
not qualified, and it, was his
first audit performance.

WYLE — March 1, 1982
'1/.61
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AUDIT CHECKLIST

Company HYLE page 6 of 12.

AppLicable QAN SPP 5819 (April 1975) 'udi tor E.E. Varnum/P.J. Herbert Date January 11-12, 1982

App. B.
Crit.

QAN

Ref. Statement Audit Instruction Comment

3.2.2 Initial Quality Planning (After
contract agreement)

(a) Audit contract Job Order. (a) pp Manager says it had been
reviewed but no evidence to sub-
stantiate or date, or the various
deoart¹nts involved, QA Manager
says there is no requirement to
document the review,

(b) Review "Soecial Job Instruc-
tions',,including authorization
for preparation.

(b) There a~s to be no control
over any instxuctions issued out-
side of the Test Procedure. No
such docum nts were identified
or offered for review.

~ 4

(c) Audit reviews by QC of Job (c) No documentation presented to
Orders and Special Instructions. verify that any OC reviews were made.

{d) Audit Project Engineer/Pro-
gram Manager review of Test Plan
Program with QC Dept.

(e) Review Hyle inhouse meaning
of term informal inspection".

(d) QA Manager could not provide
documentation to verify that such
review had been made other than the
final sign off of the Test Report.
Hyle assumes such sign-off satisfies
the review soecified in the program.

{e) Qh Manager says that Hyle Form
H-675-A is used for subject

inspections and that the word
"informal" has no @waning,

HYLE — March 1, 1982
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AUDIT CHECKLIST

Company ~
Applioab'Le QAM SPP 581Q (April 1975) 'udi tor E.E. Varnum/P. J. Herbert

page 7 of 12'

January 11-12, 1982

App. B.
Crit.

QAN

Ref. Statement Audit Instruction Comment

3.2.2
cont.

(f) Verify that informal inspec-
tions were periodically oerformed

(f) Documentation not made avail-
able. Said that these records
had been destroyed and documented.
Although Audit Team asked to see
such docum ntation-not offered/

3.2.2 No sign-off available

(g) Verify that the results of
periodic informal inspections
assured adequate scheduling and
lan'ning to place.

Verify that QC reviewed and
poroved, at ccmpletion:

(g) No evidence offered to Audit
Team. No record of this determina-
tion offered. Apparently activity
not imolemented. QA ~ager says
that weekly surveillances, not docu-
mented were made between 12/77 and
3/78. This verified by one Utility
Caareny audit, report.

I

(a) Operations contract Job Fol- (a) No sign off availble

(b) Test Report

(c) Data

(d) All salient information

(b) Signed off

(c) No sign-off

(d) No definition and therefore no
sign off .

HYLE — March 1, 1982
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AUDIT CHfCKLIST

Company ~ page 8 of 12

Applicable QAN SPP 581Q (April 1975)'uditor E.E. Varnum/P.J. Herbert Date January ll 12'982

App. B.
Crit.

QAN

Ref.
Statement Audit Instruction Comment

3.2.2 Verify that QC review of job ccm-
pletion ensured that all require-
ments of the contract job order
were satisfied prior to finaliza-
tion and subnittal.

Check list used by QC was inccmplete
as to defining all of the job
requirements and areas to be covered
in the review. Otherwise the review
performed could give the required
assurance.

3.3 Test Procedures udit responsibility for develop-
ing, preparing, reviewing,
approving, approving and releas-
ing documents covering activities
affecting quality:
(a) Drawings.

(b) Specifications, data sheets
inspection p~ures; testing
procedures and packaging instruc-
tions.

(a) These ccxne from custer unless
made part of that procedure.

I ~

(b) These documents are. made by the
Test Department. QC reviews and
aoproves. Normally there are no
other reviews or verifications.

NYLE — March 1, .1982
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AUDIT CHECKLIST

Company

Applicable aAN SPP 581Q (April 1975) Auditor E E. Varnum/P.J. Herbert

page 9 of 12

pate January 11-12, 1982

App. B.
Crit.

QAM

Ref. Statement Aud> t Instruct>on Comment

3.4

3.5

Records

Corrective action

(a) Verify that QC Dept. per-
formed inspections, monitoring
and witnessing activities suffi-
cient to assure that test activi
ties ~me conducted in accor-
dance with requirements.

(b) Audit QC review of records
for ccmpleteness, concisenss
31ld accuracy,

(a) Verify that the Quality
Program provided adequate rmni-
toring'of test activities and
that such monitoring did detect
discrepancies early.

(b) Audit corrective action
requests and lists, if any, of
deficiencies to verify if QC
Manager is continuously review-
ing these documents to identify
unfavorable trends.

(a) Records of these QC activities
were said to constitute a file of
at least ten (10) inches for the
3 year oeriod, but were destroyed
when QA moved offices.

(b) Review of records available
indicated this function satisfac-
toriyl carried out.

(a) All records for the period
under audit were destoryed. No
requirenent established for
number and frequency, and type of
auditing to be done — Impossible
to verify.

(b) Response was that neither Hyle
nor PG6E required these actions.

NYLE — March 1, 1982
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AUDIT CHECKLIST

Company HYLE

Applicable QAN SPP 581Q (April 1975)'udi tor E.E. Varnum/P.J. Herbert

Page 10 of 12

Date January 11-12, 1982

App. B.
Crit.

aalu
Ref. Statement Audit Instruction Comment

3.5
cont.

4.l Measuring and Test Squianent

(c) Audit controls for recording
of discrepancies.

(a) Verify that initial survey of
test equipment was made to assure
that equianent was available to
produce data acceptable for con-
tract requirerrents.

(b) Verify that periodic inspec-
tions and calibrations were made
with certified measurement stan-
dards traceable to National
Bureau of Standards.

(c) Actually, only Notices of
Deviations and Corrective Action
Requests are covered in Program.
QC does not function until after
Test Department has approved the
document —.although it is not
suoposed to be. distributed, until
after QC approves it, Sare devia-
tions are not required to be
recorded, nor advised to the client,
and such do not appear to satisfy
QC's function of making all quality
related decisions,

I

fa); Satisfactory

(b) Satisfactory

WYLE — March 1, 1982
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AUDIT CHECKLIST

Company HYLE

Applicable QAM SPP 581Q (April 1975) Auditor E.E. Varnum/P.J. Herbert

page llof 12-

Da te january 11-12, 1982

App. B.
Crit.

QAM

Ref. Statement Audit Instruction Comment

4.1
cont.

4.3 Advanced metrology requirements

(c) Review records of instances
where equiprent was found out of
tolerance or inadequate.

(d) Verify that suopliers must
use a calibration system which
assures cartoliance with MIL-C-
45662A..
Verify that technical personnel
must be qualified to operate pre
cision equipnent.

(c) None found on audit contract
but for another job instance noted
where record indicated

unsatisfact-

oryy calibration results, but there
was no reference to a report for
handling.

(d) Nyle audits subcontractors
and files indicate this is one of
the requirements for acceptance.

This is a requirement of Wyle.

6.2 Testing Operatings (a) Review standard logs and
data sheets for tests.

(a) Satisfactory

(b) Review release of documents. (b) This is said to be by the
approval signature, but when two
approvals are required, or when
required approval soaces are not
ccmpleted.

WYLE — parch lg 1982
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AUDIT CHECKLIST

Company HYLE

Applicable QAN SPP 581Q (April 1975)'uditor E.E. Varnum/P.J. Herbert

Page 12 of
12'ate

January ll-l2, 1982

App. 8»

Crit.
QAN

Ref. Statement Audit Instruction Comment

6.2
cont.

(c) Revue how quality program
assures that appropriate work
instructions are followed.

(c) Satisfactory

6»3

6.4

6.5

Test acceptance

Handling, Storage apd Delivery

Indication of Inspection Status

(d) Review what is considered
"sufficient documentation" of
monitoring activities.

(a) Verify acceptance/rejection
of test reports by Qt" Manager

(b) Verify test reports were
evaluated against contract, speci
fications and standards.

(a) Review instructions. for han-
ing, storage and delivery.

(b) Review how documents are
nitored, as required.

(a) Review documented instruction
for identification of inspection
status.

(d) No policy on this was given
to the Audit Team.

(a) Satisfactory

(b) Satisfactory

I

(a) Satisfactory

(b) Activities were rmnitored on
docutn nts,

(a) Stamoing on data sheets and

log'YLE

— March.l;"'1982
'48/61:"'-





SUMMARY OF FINDINGS/OBSERVATIONS

The implementation of controls pertaining to:

a) Design Control, design interface control, order control
and changes thereto (Ref. AFR-1, pages 1-4);

b) Document control, including preparation, review, approval
and release, for procedures, instructions, and drawings,
and changes thereto (Ref. AFR-1, page 5);

c) Document distribution control (Ref. AFR-1, page 6);

d) Managements assessment of the effectiveness of the quality
program (Ref. AFR-1, page 7);

e) Identification, collection and storing of quality related
records (Ref. AFR-1, Page 8);

f) Definition of quality responsibilities (Ref. AFR-1),
page 9);

g) Nonconformities and deviations (Ref. AFR-1, page 10);

h) Inspection and monitoring of activities affecting quality
(Ref. AFR-l, page ll); and

i) Final inspection activities (Ref. APR-1, page 12).

As evidenced by the documents made available to the Audit
Team, did not demonstrate, in the Team's opinion, full com-
pliance with the applicable requirements of 10CFR50, Appen-
dix B.

WYLE — March 1, 1982
49/61
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G&A AUDIT FXNDING REPORT PAGE 1 OF 12

R NO. 1 DATE: 1" 20" 82

ROJECT
PG&E: 5"61"77
WYLE: ND '58255

8378

COMPANY/ORGANIZATION

WYLE LABORATORIES
WESTERN OPERATIONS

AUDIT LOCATION

NORCO, CA

REQUIREMENTS AND REFERENCES
10FRC50 APP. B requires applicant to establish a QA Program covering consultants
design/testirig activities performed on safety related items.

OBSERVATION: Documented evidence that PG&E had approved WYLE QA program SPP"518Q
including SPP"518, both dated April 30, 1975, not made available to Audit Team for
period up to June 1978.

r

RECOMMENDED ACTION: WYLE to review their files for missing. objective evidence,
and to report to R. F. Reedy, Inc. their results of such review.

REPORTED BY: E.. Varn, uditor
ACKNOWLEDGED BY:

P. J. Herbe, Lead Auditor

H1S SECTION TO BE COMPLETED BY THE RESPONSIBLE ORGANIZATION:

PROPOSED CORRECTIVE ACTION:

SCHEDULED COMPLETION DATE: PROPOSED BY: DATE:

RHG&A CONCURRENCE:

NO YES
Name Date

FOLLOW-UP AND CLOSEOUT

CLOSED BY: DATE:

WYLE — March , 2
50/61





GGA

FR NO. 1

AUDIT FINDING REPORT PAGE 2 OF 12

DATE:

ROJECT
PG6E 5" 61" 77
WYLE:, ND 58255

ND 58378

COMPANY/ORGANIZATION

WYLE LABORATORIES
WESTERN OPERATIONS

AUDIT LOCATION

NORCO, CA

REQUIREMENTS AND REFERENCES

Para. 3.2.1 (SPP-518Q) requires approval by QC on acceptance of any special procedures
or deviations to WYLE's "Standard Operating Manual".. PG6E 9/28/77 requirement for
WYLE acceptance of program CO-E"0 requirements appears, to constitute a deviation.

No objective evidence was made avialable to the Audit Team to verify
compliance.

RECOMMENDED ACTION: None

REPORTED BY:
E. E. Varnum, Au tor

ACKNOWLEDGED BY:
P. J. Herber , Lead Auditor

HIS SECTION TO BE COMPLETED. BY THE RESPONSIBLE ORGANIZATION:

PROPOSED CORRECTIVE ACTION:

SCHEDULED COMPLETION DATE: PROPOSED BY: DATE:

RHG&A CONCURRENCE:

NO YES
Name Date

FOLLOW-UP AND CLOSEOUT

CLOSED BY: DATE:

WYLE — March 1, 1982
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G&A

R NO. 1

AUDIT FINDING REPORT PAGE 3 OF 12

DATE - 1-20" 82

ROJECT
PG&E: 5"61-77
WYLE:.ND 58255

COMPANY/ORGANIZATION

WYLE LABORATORIES
WESTERN OPERATIONS

AUDIT LOCATION

NORCO, CA

REQUIREMENTS AND REFERENCES
Para. 3.2.2 (SPP"518Q) requires review of the Contracts Job Order program by the pro)ect
engineer/program manager and the, Quality Control Department to assure that various con"
trois are planned in accordance with the quality contiol requirements.

OBSERVATION: No objective evidence was made=-available to the Audit Team to verify
that required reviews of PG&Es program CO-E"0 had been made.

RECOMMENDED ACTION: None

REPORTED BY:
E. Varnum A ito

ACKNOWLEDGED BY:
P. J. Herbe, Lead Auditor

HIS SECTION TO- BE COMPLETED BY THE RESPONSIBLE ORGANIZATION:

PROPOSED CORRECTIVE ACTION:

SCHEDULED COMPLETION DATE: PROPOSED BY: DATE:

RHG&A CONCURRENCE:

NO

FOLLOW-UP AND CLOSEOUT

Name Date

CZOSED BY: DATE:

WYLE — March 1, 1982
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G &A.

FR NO.

AUDIT FINDING REPORT PAGE 4 OF 12

DATE: 1"20-82

ROJECT
PG&E: 5" 61" 77
WYLE: ND 58255

COMPANY/ORGANIZATION

WYLE LABORATORIES
WESTERN

OPERATIONS'UDIT
LOCATION

NORCO, CA

REQUIREMENTS AND REFERENCES

10CFR50 APP. B requires design interface control for design/testing activities for
safety" related items.

No ob)ective evidence was made available to the Audit Team for verifi-
cation of this required activity with respect to a change in the quality control
requirements of the order.

RECOMMENDED ACTION ~ None

REPORTED BY:
E E Varnum Aud tor

ACKNOWLEDGED BY:
P. J. Herbe Lead Auditor

HIS SECTION TO BE COMPLETED„BY THE RESPONSIBLE ORGANIZATION-

PROPOSED CORRECTIVE ACTION:

SCHEDULED COMPLETION DATE: PROPOSED BY: DATE:

RHG&A CONCURRENCE:

NO YES

FOLLOW-UP AND CLOSEOUT

Name Date

CLOSED BY: DATE:

WYLE — March 1, 1982
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HG&A

FR NO.

AUDIT FINDING REPORT PAGE 5 OF'2

DATE: 1"20" 82

PROJECT
PG&E: +5"61"77
WYLE: ND 58255

COMPANY/ORGANIZATION
WYLE LABORATORIES

WESTERN OPERATIONS

AUDIT LOCATION

NORCO, CA

REQUIREMENTS AND REFERENCES
10CFR50 APP. B requires an effective document control procedure including preparation,
review approval and release, including changes thereto, for procedures, instructions
and drawings related to activities which affect quality.

RECOMMENDED ACTION: N

REPORTED BY: ACKNOWLEDGED BY:„
E.. Varnum Aud tor P. J. Herber Lead Auditor

THIS SECTION TO BE COMPLETED BY THE RESPONSIBLE ORGANIZATION:

PROPOSED CORRECTIVE ACTION:

OBSERVATION: It was noted the Contracting Dept. is using instructions for document
control which were not approved by QC. Also, the WYLE QA program defines delegation of
authority to Depts. other than QC, but does not'require QC review of quality related
documents so produced other than the Test Plan/Report. Also, Test procedures are
approved by operations prior to QC review for editing. Also, the Test Program review

required by Program Mgr. and QC Mgr.. are made at different
stages than required. Also, Quality Program changes can be
made without the approval of the QC Mgr. Also, changes on
so o um nts eviewed were not clearly identifie

SCHEDULED COMPLETION DATE: PROPOSED BY: DATE:

RHG&A CONCURRENCE:

NO YES
Name Date

FOLLOW-UP AND CLOSEOUT

CLOSED BY: DATE:

Qvl l)QJ ~ I il /~+7 ~ ~

WYLE — March 1, 1982
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G&A

FR NO. 1

AUDIT FlNDING REPORT PAGE 6 OF 12

DATE: 1" 20-82

PROJECT
PG&E: 5-61"77
WYLE: ND58255

7

COMPANY/ORGANIZATION

WYLE LABORATORIES
WESTERN OPERATIONS

AUDIT LOCATION

NORCO, CA

REQUIREMENTS AND REFERENCES
10CFR50 APP B. requires an effective document distribution control procedure.

OBSERVATION-'he Audit Team was unable to audit whether the latest authorized
documents were used as a detailed quality control procedure'as not made available.
It was noted there are no records concerning distribution dates within WYLE nor data

regards latest authorized documents.

RECOMMENDED ACTION: None.

REPORTED BY:
E. E. Varnum Audi or

ACKNOWLEDGED BY:
P. J. Herber , Lead Auditor

THIS SECTION TO BE COMPLET D Y THE RESPONSIBLE ORGANIZATION:

PROPOSED CORRECTIVE ACTION:

SCHEDULED COMPLETION DATE: PROPOSED BY: DATE:

RHG&A CONCURRENCE:

YES
Name Date

FOLLOW-UP AND CLOSEOUT

CLOSED BY: DATE:

WYLE — March 1, 198
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HG&A

FR NO. 1

AUDIT FINDING REPORT PAGE 7 OF 12

DATE: 1-20" 82

PROJECT
PG &E: 5"61- 77
WYLE: ND58255

7

COMPANY/ORGANIZATION

WYLE LABORATORIES
WESTERN OPERATIONS

AUDIT LOCATION

NORCO, CA

REQUIREMENTS AND REFERENCES
Para. 3.1 (SPP-518Q) requires the Mgr. of QC to continuously review the status and

adequacy of the quality program. SPP"518-13 requires periodic audits every 6 months.
r

OBSERVATION: Documentation of only one audit in a 3"year period was made available.
That audit was re)ected on the basis it had been performed by an unqualified auditor.

RECOMMENDED ACTION: None.

REPORTED BY:
E. Varnum, Aud to

ACKNOWLEDGED BY:
P. J. Herbe , Lead Auditor

THIS SECTION TO BE'COMPLETED BY THE RESPONSIBLE ORGANIZATION:

PROPOSED CORRECTIVE ACTION:

SCHEDULED COMPLETION DATE: PROPOSED BY: DATE:

RHG&A CONCURRENCE:

NO YES

FOLLOW-UP AND CLOSEOUT

Name Date

CLOSED BY: DATE:

WYLE — March 1, 1982
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GSA AUDIT F ZNDING REPORT PAGE 8 OF 12

R NO ~ 1 DATE: 1"20" 82

PROJECT
PG&E: 5" 61" 77
WYLE: ND 58255

COMPANY/ORGANIZATION

WYLE LABORATORIES
WESTERN OPERATIONS

AUDIT LOCATION

NORCO, CA

REQUIREMENTS AND REFERENCES
Para. 3.4 (SPP"518Q) requires that records of all essential test activities be main"
tained. SPP-518-15 requires that QC records be maintained at least 7 years. 10CFR50

Appendix B identifies the types of records required to be maintained.

OBSERVATION: The Audit Team was informed that quality records covering the time frame

of the independent audit had been destroyed. It was said that all inspection, surveill"
ance, monitoring and auditing records/reports were therefore missing and unavailable.
The Audit Team noted that the available QC procedures did not include provisions for
identification of required records. Procedures for the identification, collection,

storage, retention and safeguarding of records should be
reviewed and revised as may be found necessary to meet current
requirements.

RECOMMENDED ACTION: Non

REPORTED BY: ACKNOWLEDGED'BY:

E. E. Varnum Au to P. J. Herber , Lead Auditor
THI'S SECTION TO BE COMPLETED Y THE RESPONSIBLE ORGANIZATION:

PROPOSED CORRECTIVE ACTION:

SCHEDULED COMPLETION DATE: PROPOSED BY: DATE:

RHG&A CONCURRENCE:

NO YES

FOZLOW-UP AND 'CLOSEOUT

Name Date

CLOSED BY: DATE:

WYLE — March 1, 1982
'7/61





G&A

FR NO.

AUDIT FINDING REPORT" PAGE 9 OF 12

DATE: 1" 20" 82

PROJECT
PG&E: 5" 61" 77
WYLE: ND 58255

COMPANY/ORGANIZATION

WYLE LABORATORIES
WESTERN OPERATIONS

AUDIT LOCATION

NORCO, CA

REQUIREMENTS AND REFERENCES
lOCPR50 App. B requires that the authority and duties of persons and organizations per"
forming activities (affecting quality) be clearly defined, that persons and organiza-
tions performing quality assurance functions have sufficient authority and feedom to
identif ualit roblems'o initiate recommend and to rovide solutions....

OBSERVATION: The Audit Team noted: a) the Contracts Dept. Mgr. assumed responsibi-
lity for the document control activity program, b) SPP"518Q indicates delegation of
responsibilities without specific identification, c) QC Mgr. assigned to make all
decisions affecting quality, d) the Project Engineer decides resolution of deviations
and out of tolerance equipment "- all of which appear to conflict with requirements.

RECOMMENDED ACTION: None.

REPORTED BY:
E. E. Varnum, au to

ACKNOWLEDGED BY:
P. J. Herber Lead Auditor

THIS SECTION TO BE COMPLETED BY THE RESPONSIBLE ORGANIZATION:

PROPOSED CORRECTIVE ACTION:

SCHEDULED COMPLETION DATE: PROPOSED BY: DATE:

RHG&A CONCURRENCE:

NO YES
Name Date

FOLLOW-UP AND CLOSEOUT

CLOSED BY: DATE:

WYLE — March 1, 1982
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HG&A

FR NO. 1

AUDIT FINDING REPORT PAGE~OF

DATE: 1" 20" 82

PROJECT
PG&E: 5-61" 77
WYLE: ND 58255

ND 8378

COMPANY/ORGANIZATION

WYLE LABORATORIES
WESTERN OPERATIONS

AUDIT LOCATION

NORCO, CA

REQUIREMENTS AND REFERENCES
10CFR50 Appendix B requires an effective control over nonconformities and deviations.

ACKNOWLEDGED BY:
E. . Var Audi r P. J. Herber , Lead Auditor

THIS SECTION TO BE COMPLETED BY THE RESPONSIBLE ORGANIZATION:

OBSERVATION: The Audit Team noted: a) only deviations noted during test are consid"
ered; b) the Project Engr. decides the plan of action after an anomaly occurs; c) WYLE
does not document deviations considered minor; d) QC receives notice of deviation only
after it has been approved by the Test Dept.; e) notices of deviation are not sequenti"
ally controlled; f) there doesn't appear to be any procedure for the recording, resolu-

R tion and coritrol of nonconformities except. by the use of correct"
ive action request; g) the Project Engr. evaluates results of out of tolerance condi"
tions; h) the QC Mgr. apparently is not receiving notification of all nonconformities
and deviations -" and ew th PG&E.
RECOMMENDED ACTION:

REPORTED BY:

PROPOSED CORRECTIVE ACTION:

SCHEDULED COMPLETION DATE: PROPOSED BY: DATE:

RHG&A CONCURRENCE:

NO YES
Name Date

FOLLOW-UP AND CLOSEOUT

CLOSED BY: DATE:

WYLE — March 1, 1982
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DATE: 1- 20" 82

PROJECT
PG &E: 5-61" 77
WYLE: ND 58255

ND 58378

COMPANY/ORGANIZATION

WYLE
LABORATORIES'ESTERN

OPERATIONS

AUDIT LOCATION

NORCO, CA

REQUIREMENTS AND REFERENCES,
WYLE quality program in several places requires the performance and documentation
of inspections, surveillance and monitoring activities.

The Audit Team was not provided with sufficient ob)ective evidence
to assure that the above'required activities were carried out as required.

RECOMMENDED ACTION: None.

REPORTED BY:
E. E. , A i r

ACKNOWLEDGED BY:

THIS SECTION TO BE COMPLETED BY THE RESPONSIBLE ORGANIZATION:

PROPOSED CORRECTIVE ACTION:

SCHEDULED COMPLETION DATE: PROPOSED BY: DATE:

RHG&A CONCURRENCE:

NO YES
Name Date

FOLLOW-UP AND CLOSEOUT

CLOSED BY: DATE:

,WYLE — March 1, 1982
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G&A

FR NO ~ 1

AUDIT F INDING REPORT PAGE 12 OF 12

DATE: 1" 20-82

PROJECT
PG&E: 5" 61" 77

'YLE: ND 58255

COMPANY/ORGANIZATION

WYLE LABORATORIES
WESTERN OPERATIONS

AUDIT LOCATION

NORCO, CA

REQUIREMENTS AND REFERENCES
Para. 6,3 (SPP-518Q) requires a final evaluation of the test report by the QC Mgr.
lOCFR50 Appendix B requires a program for inspection of activities affecting quality
to verify conformance to requirements.

OBSERVATION: The Audit Team noted that details and forms included in the quality
program do not provide for a comprehensive check list and/or procedure which, in
the opinion of the Audit Team, is required to achieve necessary results.

/

RECOMMENDED ACTION: None.

REPORTED BY:
E. E. Varnum, Audito

ACKNOWLEDGED BY:
P. J. Her , ead Audi or

THIS SECTION TO BE COMPLETED BY THE RESPONSIBLE ORGANIZATION:

PROPOSED CORRECTIVE ACTION:

SCHEDULED COMPLETION DATE: PROPOSED BY: DATE:

RHG&A CONCURRENCE:

NO 'ES
Name Date

FOILOW-UP AND CLOSEOUT

CLOSED BY: DATE:

WYLE — March 1, 1982
61/61
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